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Introduction

This thesis examines lynchings in Manatee County. Most Florida residents
associate Manatee County with the scenic Manatee River, sea cows, the festive
Hernando-Desoto Parade, cattle or the beauty in developing the land. But, this
wonderful place also has a dark past, secrets hushed by shame and time. This history
includes Will English, a black man shot to death on the Fourth of July, 1912; the deaths
of six unidentified black men in 1896; the lynching of Henry Thomas, also a black man,
March 9th, 1903 and the many other gruesome racial murders that live on the memories
and pasts of Manatee County's inhabitants. The purpose of this thesis is to
demarginalize the story of lynching victims by creating a more complete historical
account of the county that I call home.
This project has developed f rom a cla ss I took one spring semester at the
University of South Florida, St. Petersburg campus: Racial Violence and Reconciliation.
The class discussed problems that I never knew existed. Talking about lynching
spotlighted the importance of confronting and understandin g racial violence. How could
this huge injustice of lynching exist without even the supposedly educated knowing
about it? I was shocked that had I never taken this class I would still be ignorant about a
huge portion of my past, the past of the United States, a past that includes lynching. I
began thinking about how many students had not chosen to take this class and how
many non-students would never be given the opportunity. This provoked more
pondering, who really knows about lynching, and what do they know?
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So, maybe this thesis was invented as an answer to this question. History books

are flawed, mainstream U.S. history education is incomplete. Until the history of
lynching is taught in schools, we will never know who knows or how much they know
about it. This thesis is written in response to the lack of education about the gruesome
act of lynching. The questions have not stopped, why· is there a lack of education? It
seems that the U.S. has difficulty admitting its dirty deeds. Whether this is on a
personal, political, or widespread level does not matter. Everyone has a choice to
remain ignorant about the past, willfully or otherwise. I do not believe in relying on
other people to get the job done, so I decided it would be me and this could be my
project. I could expand my knowledge and share it with people who w ere also unaware
of the practice of lynching. This can be achieved at a local level, such as location
addressed in this paper or on a national level, as Manatee County represents any county
in the U.S.
But then, I had another realization, maybe people would not want to know
about lynching. This is confusing to me, why people might not want to know about their
own past. To me, knowing your past is a way of knowing yourself. However there are
diverse stakeholders in the community that may not want to talk about lynch ings. Blacks
and white both have specific reasons for not wanting to talk about or learn about
lynching. Some blacks avoid the topic because they feel that talking about lynching does
not allow people to move forward with their lives. Others find the memory of lynched
family members too painful to discuss. Some whites are afraid to talk about lynching
because they are in denial that it happened. Other whites may struggle with their own
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guilt in the situation. In order to avoid protest from those in Manatee County who might
want to bypass the topic of lynching I examined my own experience with learning about
it. How had knowledge damaged me? How did it make me feel about what I thought
was my world? What did it make me want to do to justify it or make myself feel better?
Did I feel like it would be better not to know? And after all of the negative feelings, what
positive things could this knowledge do?
Knowledge is power, as the saying goes. What can the knowledge of lynching do
for the U.S. or Manatee County or you? We will see. At the very least it will make
Americans consciously aware of the things that make them American. At its best, this
knowledge could create a new community. "At its core, reconciliation is just this: the
creation of a new community, a community that can hear and acknowledge the stories
of both victims and perpetrators, of beneficiaries and bystanders" {Ifill 133). Lynching
strongly reflects racial violence and the effects it has had on our country. It also
represents a huge injustice on too many levels to name, with the violation of bodies and
souls. But the even larger tragedy is that this gruesome story could be completely
repressed or ignored in our local and national history. I feel betrayed by the choice the
United States has taken in erasing lynching from current history. Historians use the term
"marginalized" to describe parts of history that have been pushed from the forefront.
The term "demarginalized" has been gleaned from this sort of thinking. Its aim is to give
precedence to the forgotten information in order to put it where it belongs. Without
demarginalization, there is no fair and equal America in my mind. The last lynchings in
America happened less than fifty yea rs ago! This happy place, Manatee County, with its
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special offering of natural physical beauty and the American dream shifts in my mind.
My reality became less shiny, but more tangible. Even though I was saddened, I knew
that 1 had something I could hold on to. Now my history is touchable, malleable, and
shareable. It is part of a great history, a whole history, one that includes lynching. On a
larger sca le, the history I dream of recognizes the other injustices inherent in lynching:
discrimination, racism, and slavery. Though this thesis does not touch upon these
subjects as frequently, the discussion of lynching helps us to remember and
acknowledge their existence.
Sherilyn Ifill discusses the importance of acknowledging lynching in modern
society, "The project of reconciliation and reparation for lynching is urgently
needed ... the after effects of lynching continue to shape and mold the communities
where these acts occurred" (Ifill xv). I am interested in the positive effects of discussing
lynching and the ways this can benefit the community because we are still experiencing
the effects of this taboo subject. This is not a claim that demarginalizing lynching and
the history it represents will ward off bad feelings, leftover anger or the hurt that was
caused by it. It is a claim that by highlighting the hurt of lynching, the racial tensions,
fears, and discriminatory treatments in the past that communities in the U.S. can move
together into an inclusive future. Blacks and whites do not remember lynchings the
same, if they remember them at all. They are not economically, socially, spatially or
politically affected by them in the same way. However, we are affected in our
relationships with each other in the same ways, and this is our chance, as a
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community-as a group of people who want to making living together the best
experience possible-to improve.
In order to make this happen, research must be done. Sometimes researching a
topic is hard, sometimes it's easy. Data gathering for this project has been both.
Lynchings, even during their era, were and are a controversial topic. Most of the
lynchings in Manatee County, that I have found so far, have occurred very early in the
20th century. Manatee County officials did not keep accurate records of the birth and

death of black citizens. This probably made lynchers feel safe, as there was no way of
proving the person they killed actually existed. It also makes it harder to confirm deaths
or lynchings as a researcher. Combined with a lack of reporting lynching to the legal
authorities researching specific lynchings becomes extremely difficult, but not
impossible.
The basis for this thesis' lynching research came from currently recorded
lynching incidents in Manatee County, taken from my Racial Violence and Reconciliation
class project from sources such as the NAACP and the Tuskegee Institute records. These
records were cross-referenced with any and all available lynching information sources,
books, and websites. The Manatee River Journal records on microfiche at the Bradenton
Central Library were helpful for reports and commentary about these lynchings and
their community context. The texts I will use to support my thesis include, but are not
limited to : W. Fitzhugh Brundage's Lynching in the New South, Grace Hale's Making
Whiteness, Sherrilyn Ifill's On the Courthouse Lawn, Michael Newton's The Invisible
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Empire, Tolnay and Beck's A Festival of Violence and Christopher Waldrep's The Many
Faces of Judge Lynch.
Brundage's Lynching in the New South gives readers an insight to mobs and
rituals . This type of information helps people to understand lynchings from multiple
perspectives. The motivation of lynchers, ranging from social bonding to personal
revenge, the size of mobs, speed of action and unity of purpose are exposed in a way
that help understand lynch mob mentality. His works allow readers to understand why
and how people killed other people in this gruesome form of murder.
Grace Hale approaches lynching as a very modern phenomenon. She views
lynching as part of a consumer appeal marketed by whites to whites. Hale also shows
lynchings use as a tool to shape and construct or perform white identity. She illuminates
the ways that modernization made mass lynchings into a form of spectacle and "deadly
amusement".
Sherilyn Ifill's text, On the Courthouse Lawn, discusses the continuing effects of
lynching on society. She goes into detail on the importance of these effects on human
relationships. Her claim is that lynchings were problematic for whites too, not only with
those who actually performed lynching, but the spectator sport popularity it gained in
American culture. Out of the hundreds or thousands of people who sometimes
witnessed the horrible act of lynching, why did not one common person speak out to
end the tortuous, inhumane event? This question bothers me too, and doubtlessly it
bothers many blacks who feel distrust for common white Americans. If we as United
States citizens do not own up to our past this distrust in our own community is
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legitimized. As Ifill points out, lynchings often happened on a place symbolic of justice;
the courthouse lawn. Ifill's discussion of lynching is not all negative, she provides and
evaluates the many efforts made around the world to reconcile and the valuable ways
they have improved race relations. This is where her text relates to my thesis, lynching
discussion is justified by the positive aspects it brings to communities and the ways it
can heal community wounds.
Michael Newton talks about something more solid and definitively more silent in
his book The Invisible Empire. His book investigates the Ku Klux Klan's activities in
Florida. This information helps correlate Manatee County lynchings with periods of Klan
activity. Newton gives an understanding of anti-black groups in Florida: how they
recruited members, their anti-black actions, and their context on a national level. With
this information it is possible to determine how prominent lynchings in Florida were
with other states and their statistics.
Christopher Waldrep is the last on my list, but perhaps the most important to my
thesis. Waldrep's book, The Many Faces of Judge Lynch: Extralegal Violence and
Punishment in America gives lynching's legacy a backdrop. It investigates lynching as a
changing phenomenon in the United States. Lynching blacks after the Civil War was only
an end result of a punishment that began as far back as the Revolutionary War.
Waldrep's investigation helps readers to understand the complex history of a truly
American tradition. One of Waldrep's most significant contributions is helping scholars
understand definitions. What distinguished lynching from murder is community
sanction. Other definitions used in this thesis are:

•
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Extralegal justice: An act that occurs usually on behalf of the community. When
community members decide a person has not been punished severely enough for their
perceived wrongdoings they may choose to act in several ways. When the selected
action falls outside of the legal system, such as whippings, public humiliation, or
lynching, it becomes extralegal justice. The term justice is used because most people
involved in the action condone it.
We : We refers to any and all citizens of the United States. I am speaking about
our roles and responsibilities as human beings, community members, and United States
citizens. On a smaller scale this thesis refers to past and present citizens of Manatee
County, Florida. They are the people who in the past have allowed lynching to happen
and who are presently affected by its silent presence in the community.
Lynching: This is such a slippery word to pin down. There have been many
time/region specific definitions. They do not account for the different contexts where
lynchings have occurred. For this thesis, lynching is def!ned as the killing of one person
by another with purposes of extralegal justice and/or community support in mind. This
means that not only would someone need to be killed, their killers need to have either
been Manatee County citizens or others supported by them .
With these terms straightened out, it seems fit to address the problems that
befall this particular thesis. Who is the real audience? Perplexing as it is to imagine who
will read this outside of academia ...is it written to the citizens of Manatee County or an
even broader audience. There is a lack of knowledge about lynching that suggests
maybe everyone ought to know more about it. If they had known about lynching or if it
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had been deemed appropriate for them to ask or learn or research lynching there would
be no need for my thesis. Which means I am writing to people who potentially do not
want to hear what I have to say or who might not this of lynching as a subject
appropriate for discussion. This means that my thesis attempts to be relevant,
historically accurate and appealing to modern day readers that have little to no
knowledge about lynching. This is a tough order to fill and I am hopeful that this thesis
will reach as many readers as possible.
Coinciding with the nature of the audience are my own problematic feelings for
the subject. I have found it nearly impossible to research lynching and feel nothing.
Reading about charred knuckles in jars, proudly displayed in store windows and seeing
children smiling while human beings were slow-cooked sends a chill down my spine in
coordination with a wide range of not-so-good feelings. The most difficult emotion is an
unproductive anger. I have anger about the anger and no good can come from that. My
anger stems from confusion. Historians have the facts, numbers, intimate details and
explanations about lynching that claim, "X is the reason this tragedy occurred," but
nothing I have seen, read, or heard is convincing. There is no legitimate reason for
lynching, the best excuses are a combination of hatred and fear. The writing process of
editing helps me distance these emotions from my readers. The only way to move from
unproductive anger to productive anger is through knowledge and positive dialogue.
This is what the thesis aims to accomplish.
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Chapter One
Lynchings in Manatee County

One of the eerie things about lynching is that it keeps quiet. No one really wants
to talk about it today and the victims certainly are not around to protest their deaths.
The worst part of lynchings legacy is its' effectiveness at silencing people. Lynching
destroyed people, families, and communities; as a result their memories are blotted out.
Lynching ensured that the lives and deaths of some Manatee County citizens might
never be told . The six unidentified men of 1896, Henry Thomas, and William English all
lived, died, and existed in Manatee County. It is important their lives are known about
because as a community we can stop lynching from silencing them again. So let me tell
you a story:
A long, long, not so long time ago in the early twentieth century, Manatee
County was a place for farmers, cattle ranchers, citrus growers, fishermen and pioneers.
Founded in 1855 by Josiah Gates, settlers took charge, clearing the land. Meanwhile, the
rolling rivers, sweet orange groves and pioneering spirit of the county were attracting
new families from across the nation. Ferries, such as the Gertrude Dudley and the
Anthea took tourists and merchants from booming Pass-a-Grille to Manatee County
every day. As the Citrus Belt widened, so did Manatee County. By 1900 the population
had reached 4,663 and by the mid 1920s it had more than tripled in size (Florida).
During this time of expansion and growth something more malignant was also attracting
Manatee County citizens, the creamy white appeal of the Ku Klux Klan .
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To be official, there are no permanent records of the Ku Klux Klan in Manatee
County from 1886 to 1912. However, the Klan's impact on the state of Florida can no
longer be ignored. Between 1890 and 1920, lynch mobs in Florida killed at least 161
black victims (Newton 33). According to Michael Newton, author of The Invisible
Empire: The Ku Klux Klan in Florida, "The number of blacks lynched in Florida lagged
behind the body counts for neighboring states, but Florida's smaller population made it
the per capita leader in a national " lynching bee" (33). Florida's total number of
lynchings, 282 people, fell behind Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Texas. But when the total number of black lynchings, 257, is compared with the
black/white population for those years, Florida comes out ahead. This indicates a
penchant for violence toward blacks. After the end of the Civil War, harsh Jim Crow laws
were imposed on blacks in Florida and throughout the nation. These laws degraded the
status of freedmen and allowed blacks to be punished more severely than whites for the
same crime. To add insult to injury, "between 1877 and 1880, Florida freedmen were
systematically stripped of the land they had acquired during Reconstruction, the
number of black homesteads cut in half" (Newton 28). It would be nice to be able to say
that Manatee County was not one of these counties; that blacks and whites existed
harmoniously during this upheaval of old and new ways. It wou ld be nice, but not very
truthful.
Manatee County is the same county that in 1876, advised the federal inspector
of elections to turn back if he valued his life (Newton 27). Home to two racially charged
shootings in 1894, the violence had only just begun. On November 11, 1894, two
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Manatee Lemon Company employees were assaulted by a group of whites while
walking home. These men received blows and one was shot while trying to escape his
assailants ("Blacks Shot"). The Manatee River Journal criticizes its rival, the Palmetto
News for making these incidents public and inviting prying state and federal eyes,

boasting, "we doubt if there be a community in the State ... where there is less violation
of and disobedience to the law, and where fewer disturbances ... occur." A shocking
statement, as Manatee County is one of the earliest, frequently mentioned counties in
Michael Newton's Invisible Empire. Were it not for the brave reporters of the Palmetto
News, these turbulent incidents would rest in the graves with their owners, somewhere

outside of the present conscience of the county.
Seven months later, history repeated itself in Manatee County with deadlier
consequences. Henry T. Stewart, a black man and resident of Palmetto, was shot June

gth, 1895 by a C. E. Hill, a white man. After confessing that he had killed Stewart, Hill was
temporarily jailed. Despite at least five eye witnesses, friends of both parties in dispute,
none of the facts have been set straight. Who fired first, how many shots, and where
the initial argument started vary by witness. Yet, "the necessity of self defense being
evident...amid the applause of spectators," Hill was released ("Hill Confession" ).
Imaginably many, many good questions about the incident between Stewart and Hill are
left unanswered by the Manatee River Journal. Whether intentionally omitted or not,
these questions give outsiders a look at the inside workings of Manatee County.
The paper does not address why Mr. C. E. Hill and his white friends were present
at a " negro festival in the hammocks" at 4:00 in the morning. Or why J. B. Grider, also

L
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white, saw Mr. Stewart shoot his pistol twice at Mr. Hill when evidence reports that five
bullets were present in Stewarfs pistol, not four. Also, neither of the black witnesses
saw or heard Stewart shoot his pistol. A Mr. Haloway claims that Stewart and associates
inside the house were probably drunk and would not say where they got the liquor,
which begs the question of why so many white men were inside a black man's house
with liquor and what sort of altercation occurred before Stewarfs death. Perhaps they
11

weren't inside after all; Mr. Jesse Smith says the "fussing took place outside, with
Stewart running in for the attack. But, Mr. C. E. HiWs acquittal sat well with Judge
Graham and the white community as represented through the Manatee River Journal.
Even though it was not a lynching, maybe it was more sinister. Stewart's death proves
the expendability of black Americans in this time and place.
No one asked the hard questions and a man who got shot in his own home, in
the middle of the night, must have died because of self-defense. Imagine the situation if
both men had been white. The authorities would have been called; perhaps an
investigation would have taken place. Mr. Hill's initiative to report the shooting would
be vastly changed. Instead of looking respectable, Hill may have been jailed
permanently for shooting another member of white society. The reverse situation is
even more laughable, if Stewart had shot Hill and reported it to the authorities he would
have been another number in Florida's lynching bee. Though Stewart's death was not
considered a lynching at the time, within the parameters of this thesis it qualifies as one.
Stewart's life was so expendable in 1895, in the United States, that his death was no
more unusual or protested against than the racist sentiment that led up to it.
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It may be these, or many other factors that prompted what have been described
as the local race wars of 1896, twenty yea rs after unfair elections stripped rights from
local blacks. According to the Springfield Weekly Republican, rioting in January 1896
produced "a general exodus of Negroes" in Manatee County {Ginzburg 10). The least
likely cause can be attributed to the rioting, a fight between two young boys. A fight
between any other boys may have ended in a handshake or black eye, but this fight
ended with rioting because one boy was the son of the county sheriff and the other the
son of a black man. The paper informs us that after the fight, a group of armed, white
men showed up at the door of the black man and demanded he surrender his son to
them. Instead of allowing his boy to be brutally murdered at the hands of a mob, the
man grabbed a shotgun . When the mob tried to shoot him for protecting his progeny,
the man shot and killed three member of the mob, including the sheriff. The reference
to these incidents as a race war is fitting, but the violence was limited to the men in
question and the whites who struck out at random blacks. The man and his son were
never captured or killed, but the subsequent mob violence cla imed more victims.
This incident left six, now unidentified, black men dead. It is hard to suspend
disbelief long enough to assume that six men mysteriously died, or that their identities
were unknown to their assailants. But this lack of information is inherent in lynching
studies. Their deaths were not recorded in the Manatee River Journal, the weekly
chronicle of Manatee County happenings. Instead, a short article in the January 23rd,
1896 edition recalls "We enjoyed last Monday even the mysterious pleasures of a
masquerade. There was a strange congregation of silent fantastic figures...tall and
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awefull persons of commanding presence, terrible Ku-Kiux-Kian, which proved to be
very amiable and affable persons." This comment seems vague, but does give readers a
good idea of what happened, in context with Michael Newton's study. Racial tensions in
Manatee County had escalated into a riot, probably with heavy Klan involvement. White
writers and probably many white readers of the Manatee River Journal were pleased
with the outcome of the events, as the "masquerade" was described as enjoyable and it
led to a diminished physical presence of blacks. The general consensus seems to be that
the killers or protectors of the community, depending on the point-of-view, were very
nice people.
The masquerade was held at the home of the esteemed Bradenton couple, Dr.
and Mrs. Warren . The murders probably had at least upper class community support.
The Warrens had a homestead large enough to throw balls in and the man had an
advanced degree. To ensure that our six fallen community members did not die in vain,
we can learn from their story. We now know that the Ku Klux Klan lived in or visited this
area, they obtained white, public support, and that conditions were so bad between
races in Manatee County that race riot occurred and were recorded only in coded ways.
Another incident riled other papers in the area enough to produce a reactionary
response in the Manatee River Journal. Four months after the silent deaths of six black
men and a Klan masquerade, the Times-Union and the Tampa Tribune began reporting
on the bands of whitecaps who were "firing on negroes and driving them out of the
county" . The Manatee River Journal alleges that twelve black men were killed in
Palmetto; this may have included the six that died prior to the article. After the negative
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press attention, the Manatee River Journal finally released the specifics of the incidents
mentioned in their May 21, 1896 publication. A nonresident complains of having been
"jolted against by a gang of negroes" while travelling on Manatee Lemon Company
property. Williams, who voiced the complaint, talked to Justice Willis about his assault
by one of the workers, named Payne. Much like "rape", the term assault" is ambiguous
/I

and often used to gain community support for lynching. Payne's alleged actions could
have ranged from spitting on Williams to beating him silly, but since they are not
specified we will never know his side of the story. The talks between Williams and Willis
inspired a posse of men to see that Payne not escap~ j ustice for daring to assault a
white man.
Fortunately, the posse of eight failed. Their 3:00 a.m. mission to capture Payne
and others from their workmen's houses on Manatee Lemon Company property did not
end as intended. When the posse announced a warrant for Payne' s arrest in the dark
that Monday morning, they received not open arms but open fire. Three men from the
posse (Hughes, Sanchez, and H. R. Daniels} were hit with buckshot, resulting in
Sanchez's arm being amputated. The unprepared posse witnessed the escape of all
shooters. In the meanwhile, " every effort was immediately made and continued for
11

several days to capture them and deliver them to justice" ( Gang" }. The comment was
made that the shooters will probably, "escape the avenging hand of justice" which
sounds alarmingly like the avenging noose of justice, because ideally the judicial system
is about true justice rather than vengeance at the hand s of a posse. The frustration due
to thwarted justice took its revenge elsewhere. Later in the week the homes or shacks,
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as they were referred to, of local blacks were burned down and notices were posted
informing negroes to leave the county as the racial tensions continued ("Gang" ).
After this patch of violence, Manatee citizens settled down a bit. There are no
reports of lynching until seven years later, March 12, 1903. The Manatee River Journal
confirms the lynching of "a Negro brute who had assaulted the fifteen year old daughter
of Mr. Porter Keen". The paper claims he tried to leave town after the assault, but was
brought back to the community the following night and was lynched after making a full
confession (" Negro Assault" ). The local paper doesn't list Henry Thomas's identity, but
Ralph Ginzburg does in 100 Years of Lynching. Until now, Ginzburg might have been the
only person to tell Thomas's story. In a long list of Florida lynchings, Henry Thomas is
noted as having died March 12, 1903 in Bradenton. Thomas actually died Sunday, March
8, 1903 after being rounded up by a group of citizens, as his death was reported in the
Thursday publication of the Manatee River Journal. The man Ginzburg and the Manatee
River Journal refer to are one and the same, as no other lynchings were reported. In this

case the paper made no attempt to conceal the identity of the posse: locals citizens who
wanted their version justice.
The fogginess surrounding Thomas' death and the accusation of Mr. Keen's
daughter can help us better understand the term "lynching". Lynching is not simply an
American tradition, it has happened in all parts of the world in different times and
situations. The way the word "lynching" has been used in the United States is almost
more important than the physical lynching. The crime has never changed, while its
definitions and meanings have. The term came into play during the Revolutionary War.

21
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Men in Virginia brutally put down Tory insurrections by shooting, hanging, and whipping
men who were not loyal to the Revolutionary cause. Their actions were supported and
furthered by a prestigious, local judge named Lynch. Christopher Waldrep, author of The
Many Faces of Judge Lynch: Extralegal Violence and Punishment in America believes
that these men "had no choice but to think about how others saw their actions. They
saw themselves as punishing treason, but from the English point of view, they had
committed treason themselves" (15). Since then, lynchers, lynchees, and the general
public have been trying to determine the same thing. Lynching has given communities
the opportunity, right or wrong, to distribute justice and punishment as they see fit.
Many people have seen lynching as a means of extralegal justice (Waldrep 23).
The beginning of lynching in Virginia exemplifies the different viewpoints
surrounding it. The men who chose to shoot, hang, whip, or justify these actions
believed they were defending their cause. They also might have believed that those
actions were the only outlet to do so. Others in the community may have seen the
beatings and hangings as harsh or unnecessary. Further away were the English, viewing
the tarring and feathering as acts of treason. How did those getting beaten, shot at, or
killed feel? Much like lynching, there are not many recorded statements from the
people who were ostracized or killed. Guesswork can provide us with the assumption
that they would have liked a jail sentence or courtroom trial in comparison with the
treatment they received. There is no right or wrong label for that community in Virginia,
just individual perceptions of its actions.
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This conflicted definition should help readers understand why Henry Thomas
was lynched. In the new community of Manatee County, during the politically uncertain
times of the early twentieth century, whites may have felt threatened by the social and
economic gains of the black community. Societies like the Ku Klux Klan offered the hope
a white, united community against the perceived threat. When people like Henry
Thomas were accused of assault, it scared people. They were scared of losing what was
important to them, their sense of security and familiarity in a turbulent era. Lynching
could be seen as an easy way out. If whites killed blacks, who were already viewed as
disposable, they could eliminate the threat and create an illusion of white cohesion and
power. The description of Thomas's lynching fits typical newspaper accounts. He
11

becomes the standardized {{brute" or beast". Thomas's rape accusation is one of the
most common justifications of lynching black men. His actions are highlighted as defiling
beautiful, pure, white America . When people are able to convince themselves that they
are threatened, the action of lynching becomes necessary and useful to the community.
As more and more Americans found it acceptable and patterns became established.
As part of the larger trend of lynching, Henry Thomas' death is problematic in
another way. The Manatee River Journal tells us that Thomas was lynched for the
accused assault of Ms. Porter Keen. But rape or alleged sexual assault were the most
common arguments for the need of lynching and lynch mobs-to keep uncontrolled,
sexual brutes away from delicate, virginal white women. In reality, only thirty percent of
blacks lynched in the South were lynched for that reason. The other sixty percent of
lynching occurred for any number of reasons, such as adultery, burglary, gambling,
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murder and swindling. But, less obviouf'Cfffenses were also seen as cause for lynching
and are counted in this number, such as acting suspiciously, being obnoxious, entering a
white woman's room, injuring livestock, insulting a white man, living with a white
woman, quarrelling, revenge, spreading disease, trying to vote, trying to colonize blacks,
unpopularity, vagrancy, voodooism, and voting for the wrong party (Tolnay & Beck,
Festival 47). Any of these reasons transgressed into reasons to kill. So, while we are told
that Thomas was lynched for assault, we will never really know what happened because
like so many others, he died without a trial, without a testimony and without a chance
for public redemption.
Another man stripped of his story was Mr. William English. His lynching is
notable enough to receive a generous column in the Manatee River Journal. The date of
the lynching it gives is Monday night, July 1, 1912 which conflicts with the date given in
Ginzburg's 100 Years of Lynching, as July 4, 1912 (the date the article was published).
The title of the article reads " Mob Lynch Negro Last Monday Night." The changing
community sentiment is expressed in the first paragraph, "citizens of Bradenton are
greatly humiliated on account of the action of a lawless mob" ("Mob Lynch"). "Willie"
English, as he is affectionately called, was put in jail after being accused of assault with
attempt to rape a white woman . According to the Manatee River Journal Sheriff Young;
sleeping at the county jail to protect English was stormed by a mob, during which "there
was much reckless and dangerous shooting of pistols" ("Mob Lynch").
Maybe there was a new article writer for Manatee River Journal that year, or our
slice of Americana had different feelings this time around. Either way, there is shameful
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feel to the account of English's death. To be fair, this change is being determined by the
language of one newspaper article, but that is all we have and it marks a change from
the other lynchings reported in the paper. In print this place feels shame and maybe
outrage that a man was recklessly stolen from jail and killed without legality. Readers
glean hope that the small American town is now favoring civility and kindness. What can
explain this change of heart? This change in sentiment may reflect the change in
lynching rhetoric from a community protection ritual to a dark practice that stripped
human beings of dignity and life, but that is not likely. Though people like Ida B. Wells
were busy refuting lynching myths as early in the late 19th century, strong support for
the anti-lynching movement was not achieved until the mid 20th century. The best
explanation is that Manatee County experienced a labor shortage after whitecaps drove
blacks away or maybe some new people moved to town who strongly protested racist
violence. It's hard saying, not knowing.
Let's return to the facts. Turn of the century Manatee County has citrus
I

controversy, and a few lynchings. What do these accounts tell us about Manatee County
as a slice of Americana? They indicate that at the end ofthe 19th century in many areas

I

it was acceptable to assault black people without rhyme or reason while expecting no
retribution, legal or otherwise. It is also safe to say that blacks were illegally, or
extralegally if you will, persecuted to the highest extent for a variety of crimes real or
im agined. In 1894, two men were beaten and shot, the perpetrators of these crimes
walked away from the judicial system to applause. In 1896, one man was ambiguously
assaulted, with no hospital stay and his assa ilants and their friends were hunted down
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by a posse at 3:00 in the morning. Why the difference in treatment? Manatee County,
like others in Florida and in the U.S., laid down the law in black and white. Lynching
created no gray areas, just white ones.

..........
Chapter Two
Lynching: A National Pastime

Conservative newspaper accounts cannot convey the grisly reality of lynching
that most contemporary audiences remain unfamiliar with. But Manatee County was no
different from many other places when it came to turn-of-the-century racial violence.
The patterns, demographics, and motivating factors behind lynching remained fairly
consistent across the southeast, even across the United States.
In the decades between the Civil War and World War I, the United States
changed rapidly. Trains. Cars. Airplanes. Telephones. Electricity. Lynching. America was
busy being reinvented and reunited and, as you can imagine, this process was neither
smooth nor desirable for some Americans. But let's back up to the bigger picture.
Before the Civil War, the about half the U.S. relied on the plantation system to
produce agricultural products. And how were these products produced? Wealthy men
with large farms bought slaves to manually cultivate their land. Think of Manatee
County's Gamble Mansion, formerly known as the Gamble Plantation. In 1844, Robert
Gamble bought 3,500 acres in Manatee County and established a sugar plantation. His
beautiful land, with its pristine courtyards and lazy verandas, produced and supplied
sugar, molasses, citrus, grapes and olives as far as New Orleans (Strutin 167). If you
perform a quick internet search, bountiful information regarding this business can be
found. However, none of this information mentions the people responsible for
production: the slaves used to cultivate the land, cook the food, or harvest the crops.
Most websites, books, and other information sources tend to forget the African-
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Americans kept as slaves that made luxury and wealth possible for the United States.

Remember of course, that this is pre-Civil War.
After the Civil War, the Thirteen Amendment declares, "Neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude, except for as punishment for crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their
jurisdiction." What does this mean in terms of the Gamble Plantation? Scholars such as
Fitzhugh Brundage, Grace Hale, Stuart Tolnay and E.M . Beck help us sketch out a
plausible scenario. It means if Mr. Gamble owned his plantation post-Civil war he would
be faced with freeing his entire, free labor force. Well, what then? Economically at this
point, things are bad for Mr. Gamble and he has to make some hard choices. Does he
hire the work force back, paying them and losing the joy of absolute control of his
former property? Or does he hire white workers, who expect more money and
potentially resent doing heavy field work? Once he makes this choice he has to live with
the economic and social repercussions of his actions. If he hires whites he will be more
popular locally, but will make less money and potentially drive away the black labor
force in the instance that he chooses to use them. If he hires all blacks he faces scorn
from the laboring whites in the area and might need to deal with terro rist groups (a.k.a.
mobs) that feel the need to scare the competition away. A third option allows Mr.
Gamble to hire a mixed work force to cultivate the sugar and citrus fields, but even this
scenario is highly unlikely. A mixed work force may be too progressive; it could easily
escalate into racially motivated violence at any time, resulting in damage to his
property. Or it could do something even worse in Southern planters' eyes; his plantation
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could make possible an integrated economic.<:lass possibly bringing all the others down,
alas! A separate consideration in this time of change, are the other farmers in the South;
after all they are only subsistence farmers themselves. What will happen when a flood
of new citizens enter the labor force? Will they be evicted or have less sustenance once
blacks take on subsistence farming and compete for other scarce resources? Probably,
yes .
General Gamble sold his plantation before making the hard decision. Other
whites across the South chose to maintain control over a newly freed black labor
population through lynching. Why they did this is difficult to answer. How lynching
became possible as a tool of oppression is the more appropriate question. How,
meaning how did all of this come about. Experts may focus on the specific geographic
locations, demographics, local and national economies, political focus, hate groups or
any of the many factors associated with lynching research. However, understanding
lynching is not solely in statistical data. Intricate details regarding lynching are great
tools and provide an understanding of lynching, but on a national sca le, lynching might
be better understood as a turn-of-the-century occurrence.
To put it boldly, lynching was about the very sa me things that intrigue popular
culture today: money, power, image and sexuality. Seeing the connection between
lynching and money is much clearer than some of its other aspects. General Gamble and
other farmers like him had hard fiscal choices presented to them. However, for many
people, adapting to the expansion of the labor pool was not as easy as deciding which
group of people to hire from. These people, subsistence farmers and hired laborers
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were a part of the preexisting labor force and held a certain sense of entitlement. Why
shou ld their job security and the ease of marginal prosperity that came with it be
threatened or taken away? Instead of revamping a resume, or working harder and
taking less pay, it was easier to quash the threat. The distinct valuation of people in the
antebellum United States was founded in black and white. Even though laws had
changed, lynching was a cheap way to keep the technical distinction. Even the most
impoverished whites held a well-founded sense of societal superiority in post Civil War
society, which the changes of the late 19th century threatened to remove.
Glancing at the wealthy end of the spectrum, the plantation owners were still
deciding how to approach their new situations. Did they use lynching to retain their
economic position, and if so, how? It seems incongruous for plantation owners to lynch
workers, and sometimes they did protect their workers from the lynching hands of the
mob. But lynching worked to a wealthy, white advantage when it kept blacks and whites
in the same econom ic boat from joining forces. If the working class had joined together
on a basis of better treatment, wages, and other conditions the plantation owners,
politicians and many more would have been forced to compromise. If lynchings
happened at the hands of plantation owners they worked to preserve white unity and to
prevent a colorless coalition, but just how obvious this plan was to them or if it even
was planned remains unknown. Why was this prevention so necessary? A colorless
coalition wou ld have had power and power is something to kill for.
One might say that power is the motivator for most people, groups, and
organizations. The antebellum and postbellum United States were no different. Power
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redistribution affected the country greatly, especially the in the South. Just after the
pronouncement of the 13th Amendment it is rational to believe that power struggles for
equality between blacks and whites were settled. On paper blacks were equal to whites
and were given some land as to start their new lives. In life most states set out
immediately to disqualify this notion through laws kn~wn as Black Codes or Jim Crow
laws. These were ways to ensure the spirit of slavery without violating federal laws.
Laws appeared that gave different punishments for the same crime, based on the
offender's skin color. Some laws appeared specifically for blacks. In Florida, post Civil
War, blacks were not allowed to speak negatively to whites, or possess weapons. These
sort of laws sparked controversy between nation and state. In retaliation, the 1865 antislavery, pro-equal rights Republican congress, passed the Civil Rights act for freedmen,
pushed for the 14th Amendment, guaranteeing equal protection under the law without
regard to race, and extended the Freedman's Bureau. This organization helped blacks
take full benefit of their newly found citizenship (Newton 3}.
Lynching and the supporting systems of racial oppression were instrumental in
demonstrating power. In lieu of exercising the benefits of citizenship black men,
women, and children were presented with the threat of a horrific death and the fear
that their actions, however menial, would lead to their or a loved one's demise. When
the United States' boundaries of skin color fell apart in theory, white citizens used
lynching to create new ones. If blacks bodies and souls could be horribly violated
without fear of retribution, both blacks and whites knew where the power resided. In
these cases, power did not live in the courthouse. Because of the Black Codes and Jim
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Crow laws, United States citizens need not worry that justice would take place in a white
court, with white judges, white laws, and white juries. Stuart Tolnay and E. M. Beck
make the important connection that many lynchers knew courts would probably indict
their black victims if given the chance. "Lynchers and their apologists cannot justify their
actions on the grounds that unless they dispose of accused Negros the courts will likely
dismiss their cases or treat them lightly. It should be observed, too, that any group
which can execute a lynching could place the accused in the custody of peace officers"
("Racial Violence" 112). This information should help do away with the myth or
explanation that many blacks were lynched because the judicial system was ineffective.
To be fair, not all whites, groups, or racists worked together to enforce a system of
oppression. The measures each group, person, or institution took to claim their white
space had an impact on society. A conglomerate of these actions helped set up this all
powerful practice of lynching. Lynching was the culmination of multiple, complex efforts
from different fronts to continue black oppression.
In order to grasp the full extent of these fronts, put yourself in Manatee County
in the beginning of the 20th century. It is reminiscent of Gone with the Wios! except
maybe with more palm trees and mosquitoes. Manatee County was pretty women with
accents, citrus groves, and it has all the trapping of honor and gentility usually
associated with this time period. The kicker is that while part of the world was moving
on idealistically, according to historian Grace Hale, the South was stuck on this image
and the associations that went with it. Southern men were attaching pedestals to the
feet of their women and striking out when the world unglued that image. There is a
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mute or less spoken about sexual situation inherent in slavery: white men raped black
women . It would not seem more obvious, right? In a position of ownership there are not
many things that slave owners could not do to their slaves. Killing is at the top of the list,
but ridding yourself of a prized and valuable possession is not a smart financial decision .
So yes, while praising and loving and honoring the chastity and demure nature of the
white women in their life, white men were busy being busy on the farm. Antebellum
slave owners had control of their women, black and white, and had power because they
were white men.
Postbellum former slave owners began to slip in the sexual power arena. They
no longer could possess black women on whim or schedule and in accordance with
federal laws were equal to the men they were used to emasculating. This is an upsetting
concept, to be a man used to having any woman he pleases. It brings white men down
in another sense too, they used to be able to sexually control black men, whose slave
marriages were not important to them . These slaves were not allowed to have sex with
white women . Emancipation must have seemed like a shocking turn of events. These
men might have considered a painful and sudden change. Abrupt enough upset to
threaten a perceived, though not talked about, way of life. As if the rest of the world
were not falling down around them, the sexual mores of white men, probably for the
better, were thrown out by the 20th century.
To understand the national pattern of lynching it is important to examine
different lynching scenarios. In the atmospheres where lynchings became acceptable we
can look at the va rious mot ivations that created lynching as a national pastime.
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Fitzgerald Brundage, author of Lynching in the New South describes four types of lynch
mobs; the terrorist mob, the private mob, the posse, and the mass mob (19). The
different types of mobs help identify different motivations to kill and how lynchings
were enacted. His chapter on 'Mobs and Ritual' gives a broader look at how the various
reasons to lynch sustained the newly imagined white version of identity in the 20th
century:
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Figure 1. Types of Mobs
A small percentage of lynchings came from groups labeled as terrorist mobs.
These types of mobs were usually small, private organizations, such as groups like the
Ku Klux Klan, white cappers, and moonshiners. These groups shared similar goals,
mainly punishing moral offenses or ousting offenders from the community. If this did
not end well, or if the offenders put up a fight, they were killed . For the purposes of
terror and intimidation these groups left memorabilia such as tiny crosses or personal
warning notes. Lynchings or terrorism by this type of mob were performed under the
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cover of night or in secrecy or sometimes by the friends and family of the moral
transgressor. The main purpose of terrorist mobs was to instill a certain moral/social
code within the community. The race riots of Manatee County could fit this description.
The only group named at the time of these men's death was the KKK. In the months
surrounding their deaths white cappers were also "threatening a boycott on employers
of labor who would not discharge their negro help" (Ginzburg 7). White cappers
attempted to drive blacks from an area by fear, intimidation, and violence so that they
would enjoy economic gain, usually in an agriculture field of work. White cappers, or
"irresponsible parties" as they were called by the Manatee River Journal, were
responsible for burning black homes and posting notices throughout Palmetto and
Bradenton that blacks should leave or face the consequences ("Gang" ).
In contrast with terrorist mobs, private mobs usually took up private aims. Small,
private mobs were comprised of anywhere from 4-50 people who wanted to punish an
alleged criminal. They were made up of friends, neighbors and relatives of the victim of
the original crime and wanted to give the offender a more personal punishment. These
mobs seemed to be the least community endorsed mobs, though they were not
extremely different from most other lynch mobs except that they could wait for long
periods of time before offering retribution . The determining factors were public
attitudes and scrutiny about specific circumstances of the crime. In the case of Jim
Simmons, near Cairo, Georgia, 1890, Simmons had completed a three year sentence in
prison for attempted rape. On his return a small group of white men captured and
quickly lynched him (Brundage 29). If these mobs aims were disliked, they were quickly
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denounced in the local paper and then ignored. In rare form, the

community voiced its
disapproval by legally prosecuting the lynchers. Private mobs
exemplify the lack of
connectivity between lynching and community sanctioned viol
ence. Perpetrators of
these mobs believed they were actualizing the will of the commun .t
1 Y, but in reality were
silently condemned for their actions.
Brundage supposes that private mobs used lynching to leg·r .
1 1m1ze their actions in
a way that quiet murder was unable to. These mobs presupposed

.
community support in

order to carry out murder (33). Perhaps this is case with the murd
er of Will English. This
man, accused of attempted rape, was taken by a private mob Wh'l . . .
1e mJail and lynched.
In a strange moment of dignity, the lynchers were condemned fo th .
r e1r actions, though
they must have been from out of town ... as the Manatee River

1ournat tells us ("Mob

Lynch"). Later in the week the St. Petersburg Times informs reade
rs that a "Will English
sold his boat" ("Twenty Years Ago"). Is this the same man killed

. .
earlier m the week?

Maybe his death could have been part of a conspiracy against
a man who owned
property and boats, who made whites jealous. But we will not k
now; the aims of a
private mob and what motivated them remains a secret. We c
annot ask Mr. English,
because lynching was an effective means to silence him.
Posses are the next type of lynch mob classified -by Brund
age and a bit harder to
nail down. It could be because the word "posse" is entrenched .

mt

h
e western United

States tradition of communities coming together to help und
erstaffed law officials.
Posses carry special sanctity. Usually formed after the discovery f
.

0

.
a cnme; neighbors,

relatives, witnesses and the authorities converge to catch the pe
rpetrator of the crime.
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However, this is their proposed purpose. Posses overstepped boundaries by shooting
unarmed suspects or after capturing the suspect, lynching them . On the upside, they
were "cheap, quick, and ruthlessly effective" in providing welcome assistance to law
officers (Brundage 33). To whites, posses represented a special unifying event that
combined the fellowship of hunting criminals and the honor of protecting their families
and neighbors from such people. They also gave what many Southerners claimed the
law did not, a sense of swift justice.
To blacks, posses were a thin fac;ades of drunken white violence to the fullest
extent. When posses arrived the violence worsened when blacks took every measure
possible to defend themselves and/or wound the mob. Why? Posses could justify almost
any act on the basis of community defense and they did. Innocent blacks or bystanders
were caught in crosshairs of these ruthless mobs. Despite their less than superb
incidents, such as the death of Henry Jones in Colquitt County, Georgia, 1918, who was
gunned down simply for running from an approaching posse, most whites approved of
this type of white-on-black violence. Members of posses were less likely to be
condemned and usually fared well with local newspapers who praised their heroic acts.
Even when juries were faced with gross acts of sadism, they not-so-reluctantly acquitted
posse members.
The May 1896 incident in Manatee County could have easily become a lynching
at the hands of a posse. When a man was assaulted at the Manatee Lemon Company
(Figure 2), by a "gang" of blacks, his assault did not go unnoticed. The Manatee River
Journal is quick to point out that the victim, Williams, was not present in the posse. This
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indicates that the group was made up of his friends and/or family, neighbors, and
potentially the authorities, as the posse claimed they had a warrant for the perpetrator,
Payne's arrest. This group was swift in their need for justice; they feared Payne and his
group would escape without receiving it. They waited two days and then took action at
3:00 on a Monday morning. The men accused of assault must have known the "good ole
boys" were coming, because when that warrant was announced they responded with
gun fire and fled the scene, narrowly escaping mob justice. Payne and his friends
illustrate a rational response by blacks to the threat of a posse. Posses had alcohot
fraternity, community sanction and a grey-colored legal authority; they were likely to
punish the alleged perpetrator beyond the fullest extent of the law and most likely lynch
them. Many blacks responded to this type of threat by fighting fire with fire. Instead of
going easily, they would fight for escape or until death to avoid posse capture .

Figure 2. The Manatee Lemon Company Headquarters
Manatee County Public Library Historic Photograph Collection
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Brundage's last type of perpetrator:--the mass mob, is best remembered in the
mind of American citizens-when they remember lynching at all. The mass mob
epitomizes the lynching experience as many knew it: a grisly, secondhand spectacle.
Spectacle lynching is hard to fully comprehend, a type of murder where huge mobs
gathered to cheer on castration and mutilation of fellow human beings. A sort of event
where people brought their wives and children to watch justice carried out. These
spectacle lynchings are harder to understand than terrorism, private agendas or
community protection, no matter how flimsy their cover excuses are, they have simple
motivations that people can see. Before going into detail, think about horrific
tragedy-however you define it-and what it means in real life. Is there any discrepancy
in the tragedy when it happens in a faraway place or to the unreal people living in that
place, than when it hits a bit closer to home? It is possible for human beings to distance
their feeling about event when it is less connected to them and that is what spectacle
lynchings were: a way for people to be part of the national white experience of creating
white space, without the necessity of killing someone themselves.
Mass mobs differ from the other types of mobs by size. Crowds ranged from the
hundreds to the thousands, except these crowds were made up not of people with a
specific purpose (besides killing cruelly and horrifically) but of anyone and everyone in
town who approved of lynching. Unlike terrorist mobs, blacks were not among the
throngs of frenzied spectators, but women and children were. Victims were chosen by
the severity of crime they were accused of. Like posses, victims were those said to have
raped, tried to rape, or murder a white person. The mobs usually acted quickly to collect
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the accused, but not so quickly that orga~itation or publicity were lacking. Mass mobs
were highly organized to avoid fren zied shooting and avoidable death to participants.
They were also publicly announced by radio, trains gave special routes to the lynchings,
even audio recording were made to sell lynchings. Whites of all ages were included in
the highly structured, ritualistic process. To give lynching a legitimate feel, the ritual was
based on old-school public executions. Lynchers needed a confession from the accused
gained through torture, sometimes a prayer for the perpetrator, the death of the
accused-usually by hanging, shooting, fire or some combination of the three-then a
collection of party favors, knuckles, bones, skull, the execution rope, even the victim's
penis was great take-home-and-show-off-on-the-mantle item.
The lynching of James Irwin of Ocilla, Georgia in 1930 is a stereotypical spectacle
lynching. Irwin was accused of murdering a white girl, not convicted or otherwise tried.
He is described by Brundage as suffering, "only some of the sadistic indignities devised
by mass mobs" (42). While he was alive, mob members pulled out his teeth with pliers
and cut off his fingers, toes, penis and testicles (as souvenirs for the ravenous crowd)
and then set fire to his body. This episode illustrates how different mass mobs and
spectacle lynchings are from the other types of lynching. These mass mobs had a united
group of persecutors, a singularity of purpose, and technology on their side. How could
something described as extralegal justice take on such a grotesque form ? Maybe,
lynching was for amusement.
Contemplate that idea for a moment. W. E. Du Bois did, ahead of the curve. He
wrote about the unt raceable Ku Klux Klan in 1925. Du Bois commented, " Every white
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man became a recognized official to keep Negroes in 'their places. Negro baiting and
even lynching became a form of amusement" (Hale 254). The idea of killing for
amusement is harder to digest than the previously mentioned motivations or imagined
threats, but not in the case of mass mobs. Remember that these mobs were extremely
inclusive to all whites that approved of the violence and that they were highly ritualized.
Much like well known sitcoms, these incidents appealed to a homogenous group of
people in a way that was easy to remember, to carry out, and the problems of the day
were solved by the end of the show. Lynchings must have been spectacular in their own
grotesque, inhumane way. The sitcom analogy is real except that for violence loving
whites, fearful of their own place in the world, lynchings were even better. They had the
ultimate white consumer appeal, a community sanctioned form of entertainment.
Grace Hale suggests that spectacle lynchings (and other types of lynching) were
part of the segue into 20st century consumer culture. Class lines were becoming blurry.
Women were gaining rights, African Americans were demanding theirs. As the U.S.
moved from agriculture to industry, lynching became a way to negotiate and police
social boundaries, especially in the marketplace. Whites used dead, black bodies to
mark public spaces for whites only, as a commodity, and as a cheap form of
entertainment.
Here is what Hale means: In the modern age of lynching, lynchers owned cars,
cameras, and they lived in cities. When a man accused of doing something terrible stood
among the community technology facilitated his lynching. Announcements could be
made via radio with the date and time of the grisly event. Once word reached town,
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trains would create new schedules with special excursions solely for enthusiasts to
experience the new form of American tradition. Why not make a day of it, travel to the
countryside and bring the kiddies? Once the lynching was done, it would not, could not
be forgotten. Photographers brought their cameras, taking photos of men, women, and
children smiling next to charred and dismembered bodies. For a dollar, supporters could
buy these and mail them as postcards to extend the experience to distant family, who
were not lucky enough to have "barbeques" of their own. If bystanders were really
lucky, they could take home bits of skull or maybe some of the rope used to hang the
victim. These items too sold for exorbitant amounts, like baseball memorabilia and
competed for attention in storefronts and on mantelpieces. Incidents like this happened
time and again to men like Sam Hose, Jesse Washington, and numerous others. The last
recorded spectacle lynching, of Claude Neal, took place in Marianna, Florida in 1934
(Brundage 72).
Advertisements, souvenirs, and mass public appeal strengthened the allure of
lynching. Once published in newspapers, lynchings became a commodity to any whites
who could buy a newspaper and read it. They conflated into something so entertaining,
that through ritual and detait reading about one could be the same as reading about
any other, and it could be done while eating breakfast (not highly recommended).
Lynchings were exciting, especially in the North, where lynchings did

occur, but not as

frequently and were easier to enjoy in the form of print. So, it didn't matter that by the
1920's spectacle lynchings were going out of style. They didn't need to happen as often
to have the same sort of mass appeal. In fact, as antilynching rhetoric helped decrease
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the number of actual incidents it was probably easier to enjoy lynching in the privacy
and comfort of one's own home, without the prying eye of a neighbor to judge.
By the end of the 1920's lynching had definitively marked white space. It had
only taken thirty years to socially undermine the legal changes brought about in the
post Civil War era. If blacks were allowed all the privileges of whites, and they had
staked out spots of their own, as DuBois put it, they weren't so comfortable but they
were for "coloreds", then how could whites claim their superiority? Through lynching,
its spectacle, popularity, and the message it evoked. Lynching was a direct message that
though blacks had rights and they had spaces of their own, really no space was safe and
no place was black. Not if blacks could be taken from anywhere, or have whites intrude
on their festivals and kill them at 4:00 in the morning. Blacks were not safe, they did not
feel safe, nor could they truly be safe until lynching ended. Lynching marked space and
it marked it white better than any other means of control. Once it became part of the
United States experience, to read about castration while eating toast, this was the
ultimate marker that everything could be white. The effects of the legacy of whiteness
remain scattered through the U.S. and in my home town . White spaces in Manatee
County are still present, even if people aren't killing for them anymore.
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Co~dusion
What can be wrought from this evidence? Present in Manatee County were
violence, job loss, whitecaps, assaults, attempted rape, fear and lynching. One
conclusion is that Manatee County could have been the backdrop for the controversial,
yet popular film Birth of a Nation, the United States, our nation. Manatee County could
have been any other place, northern or southern that had these troubles. But the
trouble is that it cannot be seen as just someone else's hometown. In this thesis it must
be everyone's hometown. Theoretically, Manatee is my county and your county. It holds
so much beauty, tragedy and history that these things cannot be ignored. Beauty is what
brings many newcomers to choose a home. History should be part of what makes them
stay, what defines anyone who lives there and awareness is key. It doesn't feel right that
people should live and make their homes and lives without knowing what it stands for
or what has happened in the past. The conception that people can live ignorant of the
past and its' present ramifications is misguided. There are leftover white spaces and
patchy histories alive today in Manatee County and the aim of this thesis is to eradicate
them.
Eradication is a harsh word. It is what happened to black families, hopes and
dreams in scenic Manatee County, former home of the Manatee Lemon Company, now
the Manatee Fruit Company. The company left empty after white caps drove off more
than 100 blacks from their place of employment in 1896. The notice stating, "All negroes
and whites who defend them must leave or be killed," (uGangu) had its intended effect.
Does it matter that afterwards, the /{better element" of the town denounced these acts
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and vowed to defend the workers? Probably not/ words are not really a defense against
physical violence and/ besides/ there was a mass exodus of blacks from Manatee
County. What remained was a town damaged by its reputation and a crop that could
not harvest itself. Ironically/ this seems to have had a positive effect on the county/ as
lynchings declined and the last recorded lynching/ of Mr. English 1 was seen as a
humiliation brought upon the county. It is important to ask how running off or killing a
group of people could really be beneficial to the county. Sol we must look at the leftover
effects of our history and what silence has done for Manatee county and its citizens.
In 1911 a petition was signed by 94 citizens of Manatee County/ black and white/
1

to develop a line for housing segregation ("Segregation//). It feels like some of the "selfimposed// segregation has never left. I remember one of the first times I was taken from
Bradenton to Palmetto/ the northwestern area of Manatee County. Someone close to
11
mel loved and respected/ commented/ "this is black town . They said it without malice/

as if it were a normal thing to be said. I thought as a small child 1 that that was just where
black people lived. As I got older/ I asked myself the ever important question/ why is this
just where black people live? We moved to Ellenton/ a northeastern part of the county
and I began to go to school in Palmetto1 Palmetto High to be exact. I discovered that it
was not just black people who lived in Palmetto/ but white people/ Latin Americans/ and
a small amount of Asian people all coexisted there. A larger mixture than the areas I had
had experience with in the past. But I still asked myself why this was perceived as a
black area? Now I know. This was a black space/ when people had to choose relatively
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safe areas to live in-segregation was 's'Mer than cohabitation-and to some it is still a
black space.
I do not mean to imply that citizens of Manatee County are bad people, or that
maybe what they associate this area or other parts of the county with, in terms or race,
make them horrible people. More simply, there is a lack of historical awareness and
communication that has perpetuated wh ite and black spaces in Manatee County and no
one has asked themselves why. If citizens of this place or any other place were to ask
themselves why they think of place in terms of color they might answer those unasked
questions or at least dare to start thinking about them . It could be the start of a new
Manatee County. The idea of this exercise is that people might create, if only in
themselves, a dialogue about public spaces and how and why they are marked. It may
be hopeful, but it is easy to see that there is no longer a use for white and black spaces.
The self-imposed segregation of 1911 ended 39 years ago, officially when Jack Davidson,
school superintendent announced that all schools north of the Manatee River would be
desegregated ("Desegregation Plans"). At this time my dad went to Lincoln High, the
first year it was a desegregated school.
While desegregation legally deconstructed racial divisions ove r thirty years ago
in this country, it doesn't always feel like they are gone. One can desegregate by word
or by law, but places are still marked as white by the violence that occurred there. Even
if the original incidents are not retained in public memory, their legacy ca rries on in
ways that contemporary citizens respond to but may not understand. Sherilynn Ifill
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argues that we need to talk about the past in order to make those memories public and
overt so that communities can respond to them honestly.
Lynching hurts everyone. On the surface it seems to have hurt one group the
most, but consider its effects on all participants. At the very least there are political
issues, fear, guilt, responsibility and psychological damage in both blacks and whites.
Not talking about lynching perpetuates the cycle of oppression that affects everyone
negatively. There are many things to be gained by starting community dialogues. People
can resolve the conflicting or confusing social mores they were taught by other by
addressing them. Dialogues are forums where communities can reconstruct their
histories and their futures too. Through dialogues people of all backgrounds receive a
chance to learn well-rounded versions of history that includes oppressors and the
oppressed. New knowledge of history and resistance to oppression is given the
opportunity to surface. Ignorance of the past is too ignorant an excuse not to have these
types of conversations.
Community reconciliation

comes about in many forms.

Ifill champions

community conferencing as a great way to get the ball rolling. Her chapter "Breaking the
Silence" describes them as dynamic, open discussion in which those affected by
"behavior that has caused serious harm" get to say what they need to without being
interrupted (151). The aim of these conferences is to examine the wounds that have
been caused by the event and to create applicable ways to resolve them. Once the
reconciliation plans have been made all the community members must do is promise to
enact them. This very basic approach is one way to address the topic of lynching, as well
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as any other serious community problems. Some groups have taken different
approaches, such as the Moore's Ford Committee, a reconciliatory, biracial group in
Georgia. They have restored lost graves of racial violence victims, held unity events like
dinners and church services, as well as displaying an art exhibit to promote social justice
and healing. How Manatee County and other counties decide to resolve their violent
pasts will be unknown until it happens, but any type of effort will be a move in the right
direction.
This is a tall order, but I believe that Manatee County and the rest of the country
as well is up for the challenge. Consider the six black men-who the county still won't
name-Henry Thomas, and William English. These people are part of the nation's past
and I doubt you will find them in our history, besides this thesis. But maybe they will be
found in the future at a discussion held somewhere in Manatee County. We have
ignored them until this point, but we have the choice to let them be heard. When the
digging is done and the bones are laid bare, a faster, stronger, better community will
emerge. Let us hope that for our own sake it will be sooner rather than later.
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